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5

Abstract6

Today’s world is digital world. Nowadays, in every field there is enormous use of digital7

contents. Information handled on INTERNET and MULTIMEDIA NETWORK SYSTEM is8

in digital form. The copying of digital content without quality loss is not so difficult .Due to9

this , there are more chances of copying of such digital information. So , there is great need of10

prohibiting such illegal copyright of digital media. Digital watermarking (DWM) is the11

powerful solution to this problem. Digital watermarking is nothing but the technology in12

which there is embedding of various information in digital content which we have to protect13

from illegal copying. This embedded information to protect the data is embedded as14

watermark. Beyond the copyright protection, Digital watermarking is having some other15

applications as fingerprinting, owner identification etc. Digital watermarks are of different16

types as robust, fragile, visible and invisible. Application is depending upon these watermarks17

classifications. There are some requirements of digital watermarks as integrity, robustness and18

complexity.GJCST-F Classification : I.4.019

20

Index terms— fragile, invisible, watermarks21
Introduction he process of embedding information into another object/signal is termed as digital watermarking.22

In visible watermarking, the information is visible in the picture or video. Typically, the information is text or23
a logo which identifies the owner of the media. The image on the right has a visible watermark. When a24
television broadcaster adds its logo to the corner of transmitted video, this is also a visible watermark. In25
invisible watermarking, information is added as digital data to audio, picture or video, but it cannot be perceived26
as such (although it may be possible to detect that some amount of information is hidden). The watermark may27
be intended for widespread use and is thus made easy to retrieve or it may be a form of Steganography, where a28
party communicates a secret message embedded in the digital signal. In either case, as in visible watermarking,29
the objective is to attach ownership or other descriptive information to the signal in a way that is difficult to30
remove. It is also possible to use hidden embedded information as a means of covert communication between31
individual. The purpose of embedding the information depends upon application and need of user of digital32
media. Digital watermarking provides the solution for difficult problem of providing guarantee to organizer and33
consumer of digital content about their legal rights .Copyright protection for multimedia information is nothing34
but a golden key for multimedia industry. Digital watermarking is a technology that opens a new door for35
authors, Author : Computer Science Dronacharya College of Engineering. E-mail : goyal_nidhi1123@yahoo.com36
producers, publishers and service providers for protection of their rights and interest in multimedia documents.37
In general sense, Digital Watermarking means ”Author Signature”.38

Digital watermarking is the process of encoding hidden Copyright information in an image by making small39
modifications in it’s pixel content. In this case watermarking doesn’t restrict the accessing image information.40
The important function of watermarking is to remain present in data for proof of ownership. The use of digital41
watermarking is not restricted upto copyright.42
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12 PERCEPTIBLE WATERMARKS AND IMPERCEPTIBLE
WATERMARKS

1 II.43

2 Digital watermarking44

Digital Watermarking is hidden information inside signal. For watermarking several techniques has been45
developed. These can be categorized as:? Spatial Domain Watermarking ? Frequency Domain Watermarking.46

3 Spatial Domain47

? Spatial domain watermarking uses blockxblock watermarking. ? e.g they embed the watermarks on a randomly48
selected 8x8 blocks of pixels of the image.49

4 Frequency Domain50

To embed a watermark, a frequency transformation is applied to the host data. Then, modifications are made51
to the transform coefficients. Possible image transformations include discrete Fourier Transform.52

5 III.53

6 Properties and classification a) Properties54

For better activeness, watermark should be perceptually invisible within host media, statistically invisible to55
unauthorized removal, readily extracted by owner of image, robust to accidental and intended signal distortion56
like filtering compression, resampling, retouching, crapping etc. For a digital watermark to be effective for57
ownership, it must be robust, recoverable from a document, should provide the original information embedded58
reliably and also removed by authorized users.59

All these important properties of digital watermarks are described as: ii.60

7 Perceptual transparency61

This property describes that whether watermark is visible or invisible to human sensor organ. Perceptible62
watermarks are visible to human while imperceptible are not. Imperceptible watermarks are such that content63
remains same after applying digital watermarking technique.64

iii.65

8 Security66

Security property describes that how easy to remove a watermark. This is generally referred to as ”attack” on67
watermarking. Attack refers to detection or modification of watermark.68

iv.69

9 Complexity70

This is important property which is to be considering in Real time applications like video. Complexity property71
is concerned with amount of effort needed to extract or retrieve the watermark from content.72

v.73

10 Capacity74

Capacity property of digital watermarks refers to amount of information that can be embedded within the content.75
The important point is that more data is used in watermark, watermark will become less robust. In addition76
to these properties, watermarks are having some extra properties as unambiguity, tamper resistance, inseparable77
from the works and able to undergo some transformation as works.78

11 b) Classification79

Digital watermarks are classified according to their applications. The watermarks are classified as perceptible80
watermarks and imperceptible watermarks, robust and fragile, public and private. This classification of81
watermarks is broadly described in following sections. i.82

12 Perceptible watermarks and imperceptible watermarks83

Perceptible watermarks are visible to human eye while imperceptible watermarks are invisible. The perceptible84
watermarks are useful for primary application i.e. for statement ownership or authorship. So for this reason85
it should be visible. .On the other hand imperceptible watermarks are useful for complex applications such as86
document identification in which content being watermarked must appear in unchanged form. Examples of visible87
(perceptible) watermarks are logos on TV, IBM’s watermark and that of invisible (imperceptible) watermarks88
are ATT, NEC/MIT, UU etc.89

Perceptible watermarks i.e. visible one are extension of the concept of logos. They are applicable to images90
only. These watermarks are embedded into image. They are applicable in maps, graphics and software user91
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interface .Imperceptible watermarks i.e. invisible one remains hidden in the content. They can be detected92
only by authorized agency. These watermarks are useful for content or author authentication and for detecting93
unauthorized copier.94

ii.95

13 Robust watermarks and fragile watermarks96

Robust or fragile is nothing but degree to which watermarks can withstand any modifications of any types97
caused due to the transmission or lossy compression. Perceptible watermarks are more robust in nature than98
imperceptible one. But meaning of this is not that imperceptible watermarks are fragile one. Robust watermarks99
are those watermarks which are difficult to remove from the object in which they are embedded. Fragile100
watermarks are those watermarks which can be easily destroyed by any attempt to tamper with them. Fragile101
watermarks are destroyed by data manipulation.102

14 Private watermarks and public watermarks103

Private watermarks requires at least original data to recover watermark information Public watermarks requires104
neither original data nor embedded watermarks to recover watermark information. Private watermarks are also105
known as secure watermarks. To read or retrieve private watermark, it is necessary to have secret key. Public106
watermark can be read or retrieve by anyone using specialized algorithm. In this sense public watermarks are107
not secure. Public watermarks are useful for carrying IPR information. They are good alternatives to labels. iv.108

15 Relative concepts and attacks a) Relevant Terms109

Digital watermarking, steganography, information hiding, cryptography are closely related concepts. In each110
technique, a digital signal or pattern is inserted into, onto, before or after digital document. There are some111
difference between working principle of these techniques and their meanings. Information hiding is also called as112
’Data hiding’. The hiding is concerned with making information imperceptible or keeping it’s existence secrete.113
Information hiding means encompassing wide range of problems beyond that of embedding messages in content.114
Information hiding deals with communication security. It consists of encryption and traffic security. Encryption115
protects the content during distribution over an open network such as internet. The traffic security is related to116
concealing its sender, its receiver. Thus, here an attempt is made to have secreted communication between each117
two parties where existence is unknown to attacker. i.118

16 Steganography119

It is nothing but sub-discipline of information hiding. Here secrete information is hidden in harmless message,120
which is also known as cover message. Steganography is used to avoid drawing suspictions to transmission of121
hidden message so as to remain undetected. The idea behind this is that to hide message in envelope or wrapper.122
In steganography, existence of hidden message in content is not known audience.123

ii.124

17 Cryptography125

This technique is related with data protection. It is commonly used for protecting digital information. Once, data126
is decrypted, it can’t remain protected for long time i.e. there may be more chances of illegal copying of this data127
.So, there is great need of cryptography technique. Watermarking is special case of cryptography. Cryptography128
involves some suitable and complicated techniques so that no unauthorized user is allowed to access the data to129
protect. Authorization of user is checked by certain keys or signature.130

iii.131

18 Watermarking132

Watermarking is technology derived from steganography. It is also sub-discipline of information hiding.133
Watermarking is process of embedding secrete and robust identifier inside audio, video content. The purpose of134
watermarking is to establish the copyright of content creator. In this sense watermarks are also known as the135
hidden copyright messages. Watermarking secures the content, thus any attempt to modify the content can be136
easily detected. The watermarking can trace the path followed by content in distribution chain. This helps in137
tracing malicious users.138

19 b) Attacks139

Due to some reasons, there is need of adding, altering or removing false watermarks. Attacks on watermarks may140
be accidental or intentional. Accidental attacks may cause due to the standard image processing or due to the141
compression procedures. Intentional attacks includes cryptanalysis, steganalysis, image processing techniques or142
other attempts to overwrite or remove existing watermarks. Following are the methods of attacks vary according143
to robustness and Perceptibility. i.144
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27 CONCLUSION

20 Mosaic attack145

Mosaic attack is the method in which pictures are displayed so as to confuse watermark-searching program,146
known as ”Web Crawler”. Mosaic is created by subdividing the original image into randomly sized small images147
and displaying the resulting image on webpage.148

ii.149

21 Geometric attack150

Geometric attack is related to geometric properties of data. It is concerned with images, documents and audio151
files. This attack is further classified asa. Subtractive attack It involves the attacker in the area of located152
watermark if imperceptible and then removing the mark by cropping or digital editing.153

22 b. Distortive attack154

In this attack, attacker attempts to make some uniform distortive changes in the images such that mark becomes155
unrecognizable. These two watermark attacks are usually performed on robust watermark.156

iii.157

23 Stirmark attack158

Stirmark is generic tool developed for simple robustness techniques of image marking algorithms and stegano-159
graphic techniques. In it’s simplest version, stirmark simulates resampling process in which it introduces same160
kind of errors into an image to print it on high quality printer and scanning it again with high quality scanner. It161
includes minor geometric distortion. This testing tool is an effective program to remove fairly robust watermarks162
in images and become a form of attack on its own. iv.163

24 Forgery attack164

Forgery attack is also known as ’Additive attack’ in some cases. Forgery attack includes the attacker who can165
add his or her own watermark overlaying the original image and marking the content as their own. v.166

25 Inversion attack167

Inversion watermark render the watermark information ambiguous. The idea behind the inversion attack that168
attacker who receives watermarked data can claim that data contains his watermark also by declaring part of169
data as his watermark. The attacker can easily generate the original data by subtracting the claimed watermark.170

vi.171

26 Cryptanalysis172

It is mostly associated with cryptography. It is a method in which attacker attempts to find the decryption173
key for an encrypted pieces of information so that it can be made useful again. Attacker can remove licensing174
watermark that decrypts the data, attacker would use cryptanalysis to find decryption key so that data can use175
in decrypted form free from its watermark. v.176

27 Conclusion177

The large need of networked multimedia system has created the need of ”COPYRIGHT PROTECTION”. It is178
very important to protect intellectual properties of digital media. Internet playing an important role of digital179
data transfer. Digital watermarking is the great solution of the problem of how to protect copyright. Digital180
watermarking is the solution for the protection of legal rights of digital content owner and customer.181

? Modifications of all DCT coefficients distort the image drastically. ? Modification of low -frequency182
coefficients distorts the image, Gives the hacker a clue about where the watermark is embedded. 1183

1© 2012 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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Figure 1: F
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